There are numerous reviews on anesthesia awareness (AA) and post-traumatic stress disorder. Some authors assert that the use of benzodiazepines (BZDs) should be limited to patients requiring lower anesthetic drugs dosages for cardiac and emergency surgery, and for multiple-trauma patients. This is in agreement, at least in part, with the recommendations of the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) \[[@B1]\]. Indeed, according to the ASA guidelines, the decision to administer BZDs should be made on a case-by-case basis, whereby the use of BZDs has been limited because of the risk of postoperative confusion and cognitive problems, including postoperative delirium (PD). This is one of the most common complications after major surgery, affecting 10-70% of surgical patients of 60 years and older. There are a number of factors associated with PD, including hypoxia, hypercapnia, pain, stress, anxiety, fear, and psychotic and neurotic disorders, making it very difficult to determine the exact dose of midazolam - the BZD most used in anesthesia - that does not increase the risk of PD. Postoperative sedation using a midazolam drip (0.5-2 mg/h) results in delirium in 50% of the patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery.

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the adrenergic pathways involved in the mechanisms of consciousness and unconsciousness. Consequently, AA specialists propose the use of adrenergic agonists, including clonidine, as premedication. Others have suggested that dexmedetomidine can reduce the drug requirement during a bispectral index-guided anesthesia, with a lowered risk of delirium.

It is possibly wrong to condemn BZDs without a fair trial. The effect of BZDs on anterograde memory is well known. Therefore, when we use midazolam as a premedication, we protect the patient (or at least we try!) from the possibility that sensorial data can be consolidated into the long-term memory - explicit or implicit - on the occurrence of intraoperative awakening during general anesthesia.

Indeed, AA should be prevented. However, what can we do when we realize that our patient has been exposed to a condition producing insufficient depth of hypnosis during general anesthesia, including interrupted administration of inhalation or intravenous anesthetics? The anterograde effect of BZDs can help us. However, what happens when we have not given midazolam (or another BZD) in premedication or when the event occurred long after midazolam administration, such that the drug no longer has an effect?

Several studies have suggested that the use of BZDs in anesthesia premedication may only have a limited effect on retrograde memory, and that sedation using this drug supplies partial anterograde amnesia without affecting retrograde memory \[[@B2]\]. In this regard, the retrograde facilitation (RF) phenomenon, a paradoxical event in which the recall of information presented before the administration of drugs is enhanced more than by the placebo, of midazolam and other BZDs is well known. However, because RF is an experimental condition, it is unclear whether this effect occurs in elderly individuals and whether it is influenced by plasma drug levels, baseline cognitive function, or genetic factors.

Interestingly, Timić et al. recently demonstrated the possibility of using these drugs to interfere with retrograde memory in an experimental study \[[@B3]\]. Previously, Semba et al. reported that midazolam (with propofol) provoked retrograde amnesia by increasing serotonergic transmission \[[@B4]\].

Based on these data, it is my opinion that we can use midazolam not only prophylactically in premedication, but also rapidly to attempt to prevent consolidation in the event of an unexpected emergence from surgical status during general anesthesia using clinical and instrumental hypnosis monitoring. This is particularly important when we consider that Dutton et al. \[[@B5]\] demonstrated that patients with very short episodes of intraoperative wakeful response were unlikely to form memories, whereas wakefulness of \> 30 seconds increased the risk of recall. Therefore, would 30 seconds be sufficient for a sensory stimulus to be stored in the explicit long-term memory, and thus be considered as an AA episode?

The main challenge is to not only find the appropriate midazolam dose to avoid the risk of AA, but also to prevent the induction of PD. We can only assume that there are a range of doses, whereby the effect on retrograde memory (when this can be demonstrated) occurs at different doses (higher or lower) than those interfering with the anterograde memory. Earlier sleep-laboratory studies on BZDs suggested that the amnesic effects depend on the dosage and type of substance. These observations were confirmed by recent experimental studies demonstrating the complex mechanisms that link the areas involved in memory consolidation, including the hippocampus and substructures of the wider medial temporal lobe, and the rapidly working memory of the prefrontal cortex. This knowledge may allow the investigation of possible memory modulation during general anesthesia using several drugs. Although midazolam is a therapeutic choice, it should not be used at an arbitrary dosage. It would be of interest to investigate the effects of several midazolam doses on provoked recall during general anesthesia in an experimental rat model.
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I am grateful to Dr. Marco Cascella for interest in my article on anesthesia awareness (AA). Dr. Marco Cascella suggestions are very interesting and should be helpful to the clinician. I agree that the appropriate benzodiazepine dose will help prevent AA from overwhelming benzodiazepine-induced delirium. However, it is unclear how much benzodiazepine should be administrated and which benzodiazepine would be the most useful and safe. Dr. Marco Cascella suggested midazolam as an appropriate benzodiazepine to prevent AA because it has an anterograde amnesia property. However, midazolam can cause postoperative delirium (PD). Thus, Dr. Marco Cascella suggested conducting an animal study to determine the appropriate midazolam dose. Midazolam is a relatively safe and economical drug. However, there are some limitations. First, PD is a serious condition even with the low prevalence \[[@BC1]\]. Midazolam could trigger PD \[[@BC2],[@BC3],[@BC4]\], which has high morbidity and mortality rates \[[@BC5]\]. Thus, clinicians should not intentionally lead their patients into a risky situation. Second, an animal study differs from a patient. Many factors affect patient outcome, such as PD. Thus, it is difficult to apply animal study results to patients. It is encouraging to shed light on midazolam. However, midazolam may not be as attractive because of the considerable number of complications. Third, new agents are introduced frequently. Dexmetomidine is one of these new agents that prevents and relieves PD even in pediatric patients \[[@BC6],[@BC7],[@BC8],[@BC9]\] and contributes to the prevention of AA. Dexmetomidine is an α~2~ agonist and effectively decreases AA if used as an adjuvant to general anesthesia because it acts on the central nervous system.

Therefore, I recommend further study using a new agent to prevent AA, even if a midazolam dose safe for preventing AA without PD can be titrated. This is a more favorable approach to clinicians and patients. Dexmedetomidine has limited published literature indicating that it prevents AA. Thus, I am interested in the optimal dexmedetomidine dose for preventing AA without side effects, such as bradycardia and delayed emergency, as well as the effectiveness of dexmedetomidine compared to conventional drugs such as benzodiazepines. Moreover, this is also an attractive strategy for managing delirium beyond PD \[[@BC10]\].
